Case Study
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Intel Unite® Solution Improves Access for
Students, Teachers, and Guest Lecturers
With wire-free convenience and easy streaming of information, Anaheim Union
High School District (Anaheim UHSD) in California enhances collaboration in
the classroom and beyond.
“The Intel Unite®
solution is the best
comprehensive
solution for streaming
and enabling student
access to information.
It seamlessly brings
together a variety of
platforms.”
—Erik Greenwood
Chief Technology Officer
Anaheim UHSD

Challenge
Like other educational institutions, Anaheim UHSD experiences connection
hassles, lost productivity, and classroom delays when trying to connect display
systems and user devices in classrooms and meeting spaces. Anaheim UHSD
sought an affordable solution that would enable easy-to-use, reliable content
sharing across the organization.

Solution
After testing available product offerings, Anaheim UHSD chose the Intel
Unite® solution as the simplest, cost-effective, and robust option for seamless
connectivity and real-time collaboration. Anaheim UHSD installed Intel® Core™
vPro™ processor-based computers enabled with the Intel Unite solution. They now
have the ability to stream content and manage the exchange of information from
the classroom, without the need to manage multiple cable connection options.
Anaheim UHSD is now expanding its deployment of the Intel Unite solution across
multiple sites. Additional benefits include the ability for teachers to control content
to the classroom through a moderator mode, integration with Skype* for Business
to streamline meetings, and plugins for document cameras that make it easy for
teachers to control cameras from their Intel Unite app.

Results:
Faculty, staff, and students get quicker access to information with the Intel
Unite solution.
• More secure, wireless content sharing allows classes and meetings to start
on time.
• Streaming component allows quick and easy access to information.
• Use Microsoft Windows* and Google Chrome* OS with plans to use more Chrome,
iOS*, and OSX*.
• Increased use of whiteboards, document cameras, and audio/video conferencing.

Connectivity Issues Impede Productivity
Anaheim UHSD enhances dissemination of information to its students, faculty,
and staff through technology advancements. As Anaheim UHSD management
planned for new district-wide technology innovation, they envisioned a wire-free
workplace, along with a better approach to classroom productivity and content
sharing. They wanted to get rid of display adapters and improve connectivity
options that would allow classroom lectures and meetings to start promptly
regardless of whether they take place in a classroom or meeting room.
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The Intel Unite Solution: Easily Enabling Collaboration
The Intel® Unite Solution Can
Remove Barriers

“We wanted to eliminate
connectivity delays
from happening in the
classroom. Physical
display ports require
matching adapters
or cables to function
properly. This can
result in several points
of failure and delay in
teaching and meetings.
We needed to simplify
display connectivity
across a variety of
devices and platforms.
We also needed to be
able to easily stream
content into the
classroom. The Intel
Unite solution helped
eliminate these hurdles.”
— Erik Greenwood
Chief Technology Officer
Anaheim UHSD

Anaheim UHSD chose the Intel Unite solution for its simplicity, effectiveness,
streaming capability, and cost. Students, faculty, and staff can now connect
immediately to displays and projectors without cables. A PIN code protects
meeting access, and Secure Sockets Layer encryption helps keep data safe.
Content can be easily accessed and streamed. The Intel Unite solution smoothly
handles the district’s diverse base of Windows* and Mac OS* users.
Once connected, students, faculty, and staff gain powerful collaboration
capabilities. In addition to wireless display benefits and easy streaming, users can
share multiple screens at once and have several people annotate documents and
presentations within the same session.
Now students and teachers can expect fewer connectivity interruptions and better
collaboration for improved productivity.
The Intel Unite solution delivers immersive learning and smarter collaboration for
students and teachers.

Anaheim UHSD
The Anaheim Union High School District has 31,000 students, 3,000 employees,
and 21 schools with 1,250 classrooms. It is a partnership of students, parents,
staff, and community that provides all students with a high-quality, well-rounded
educational program in a safe, nurturing, and teaming environment that promotes:
• High academic expectations for all students and employees.
• Twenty-first century team-building skills for students to act as problem solvers
and critical thinkers.
• Readiness for post-secondary education, career options, and civic and
social responsibility.

For More Information
To learn more about the benefits of the Intel Unite® solution,
visit: intel.com/unite.
For more information on, Anaheim Union High School District (UHSD),
visit auhsd.us
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